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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY-
• '. ~ L'l 

INTRODU CT ION 

The rapid spread of crime into urban neighbo~hoods which 
until very recently were relatively crime free poses an 
unprecedented set of problems. Students ,of crime as well as 
criminal. justice personnel have long been familiar with the 
earlier pattern in which crime rates were distributed in our 
larger cities. Neighborhoods afflicted with the_crime problem in 
its severest form were known to be located in the older 
physically deteriorated areas populated by the city's lowest 
income groups and, most frequently, by minority ethnic groups. 
These neighborhoods were known to differ recognizably from those 
that were most recently built up and settled by middle and upper 
income groups. 

During the past several decades, the earlier pattern with 
its relatively clear differentiation of high crime from 
relatively crime-free city neigl:lborhoods has be90me markedly 
unstable. The composition of urban populationsnas been 
extensively altered as a result of at least three major factors: 
continuous in-migration of minority ethnic groups; changes in 
transportation technology which has stimulated widespread 
suburban development, inducing an ongoing abandonment of central 
city residential areas by the more affluent groups; and shifts in 
social and political values, resulting in the breakdown of 
historic patterns of residential segregation. Among the many 
consequences of these developments has been the unsettling and 
anxiety-provoking intrusion of the crime problem into formerly 
unaffected neighborhoods. 

The study summarized in this report has examined in 
extensive' detail, in one major metropolis of the United states, 
how it happens that urban neighborhoods undergo such 
transformation. To accomplish this aim the history of the most 
heavily crime-impacted neighborhoods of the urban region formed 
by Los Angeles County was examined with a view to discovering the 
specific conditions accompanying their devel"opment as high crime 
areas over the 26-yearperiod, 1950-1976.' A long-term time frame 
was selected begause the urban process is not, of C0urse, 
instantaneous. It has not been known, for example, whether ~ \¥J 
,"good" neighborhoods first begin to deteriorate through neglect ~I 
and abandonment, leaving the way open for the invasion of a more 
crime-prone population, or whether an initial rise in crime 
induces their deterioration and leads to an eventual displacement 
of their original residents by a succeeding population. The 
general objective Qf the research was to uncover sequences of 
change in neighborho~d social conditions associated with changes 
in its crime level. ~ 
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ScenariQ 
" Tbe main study firidiJlgs regarding the changes through which 

n-eighborhoods in Los Angeles County were ,transformed iritohigh 
crime areas may 'be broadly sketched in the iform of the following' 
scena.rio. 

Most of the high crime areas in Los Angeles County in 1970 
were relatively crime free at an earlier pOint in their history. 
However, with the passage of time, many once desirable areas in 
the urban region became the "older neighborhoods," losing their 
phySical as well as their social attractiveness as residential 
sites. Once predominantly neighborhoods of low density, single 
family neighborhoods, their basic housing stock began to be 
replaced by multiplex and apartment q~ellings with a gradual 
increase in the area's population density. The neighborhood's 
altered"character induced zoning chapges, permitting slow growth 
in the number of commercial and industrial establishments. 
Although land use initially changed slowly, the higher income 
intact families began to abandon these neighborhoods at a 
relatively rapid pace. But the lower income non-intact families 
and households composed of unattached individualS tended to leave 
much more slowly. The net effect of differential evacuation 
rates was a steady displacement of a higher income population by 
a lower income group, with a slow increase in the proportion of ' 
ethnic minorities. Thus, the most telling initial change was a 
steady decline in neighborhood socioeconomic status, ushering in 
a period marked by extensive "mix" in income level and ethnic 
composition. It was during this period that crime began its 
rapid rise, marking the first, or emerging, stage in the 
development of the region's crime areas. 

As rapidly r~sing crime in the very early stage of 
neighborhood transformation became emblematic of neighborhood 
deterioration, the declining cost of housing began to select into 
tJ:U~ neighborhood ever larger numbers of unattached individualS, 
single-parent familie~, and large families, drastically 
increasing the ratio of children and youth to the adult 
population. Although these elements of population composition 
constituted a large component of the displacing lower income 
population, it was not the pace of the increase by itself that 
accounted for the accelerating rise in the neighborhood crime 
measure. Without two other changes, crime in the early stage of 
neighborhoods may well have" remained unaffected., The principal 
change was the increasing he:1:erogeneity of neighborhood 
socioeconomic 'status ~s larger numbers of low income groups moved 
in. With this there occurred a decline in the capacitu of the 
population to maintain control over the conduct of its residents, 
particularly those in the younger and more crime-prone age 
groups. As" a result, a neighborhood subculture began to take- . 
root in which law violation in the eyes of many of its adolescent 
and young adult males became a tolerated if not an approved 
source of income and a vehicle through which to gain the approval 
and respect of peers.~ Resistance to the rise of the subculture 
on the part of the largely law-abiding adult population was, 
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moreover, subverted b t f . , 
minority " ¥ wo ,actors. F1rst, for the ethnic 
legitimac~r~~P~e~~~ ~~~E~~~~ngw~he earlier resid:nts, the 
experi~nce of poverty and de~recfa~!~ea~~terOded by a protracted 
weakened in those minorit ro ,s (;1; .. ~s, and further 
and abuse. The second el~m2nt u~: ~~th a,hh1~tory of suppression 
subverting resistance to law '1 t,e ne1g orhood subculture, 
structure from the' V1? a 10n, was the shift in family 
fema~e participatio~rf~r t~~r~:;1\ve f two-parent ~ype wi ~h recluced 
of s1ngle-parent families with ~~ horce to ~n 1ncreas1ng number 
full-time employmenh. The s' 1~ proJ?ort10ns of females in 
af;ect directly parental cap~~f~ 1~ fam1~y structure tended to 
ch1ldren and youth as the. bec y ,0 con :01 the conduct of 
influences of neighborhOoa str~~~ 11~fcreas1ngly exposed to the 

1 e. " 

In the course of ti d' , 
continued to worsen to t me , c?n 1t~0~S assoc~ated with crime 
became increasingly impa~~ ~o~~thof .saturat10 n" as neighborhoods 
deterioration and the' 7 19 cr1me areas. Both their 
persist unchanged H1r cr1me levels tended to stabilize and to 
relationsh' • ow:ver, a reversal occurred in the 
the earlie~Ps~:t=:eni~e1ghbOrhOo~ ~et~rioration and crime. In 
in t~e later st~ge~, in~~:a~~~ef~o~~f~~n,t~at ddrohve riSing crime; 
marg1nal deterioration was possible. 1n uce w atever fUrther 

But it is the onset of 'hb h ' most significant' d ne7g or ood transformation that is 
created. Once th~nt un erstand7~g ~0\'1 high cr ime areas corne to be 
and political forcesr~~~~~~mat~on ~s underwa¥f eC9no~Jc, social, 
beyond redemption. re 0 a vance the1r deter10ration 

o 

We found that as urban 'hb h 
the.ir higher income ne1~ or oods, a~ed they rapidly lost 
population cons' t! gen~ra~lYo 1ntact famJ,11es. A highly mixed 
lo~er 0inco~e and1~i~~~r °in~~~~1~~¥:fe~tdf~m~~i7S of re:latively 
ch11dless households eith t a e, 1n 1v1duals and' other 
Concurrentl d! ,er s ~yed be.h1nd or left mote slowly. 
of growing ~~~er~c~fnio~~rhi~S1ng cost~ invited the infiltration 
devel"oprnents drasticall corne ~thn1c groups. These mixed 
status W1' th th h y changed ne1ghborhood socioeconomic 

, e c ange accelerat' 'dl 
single decade. During this early1nf rap~ ¥ dover the COurse of a 
typically minor and sl ' sage per10 , there was 
deterioration of th o~ change ~n land,use, ~nd t~e phYSical 
with incoming ethni~ ~~19h~~~hOoa was ~1ttle 1n eV1dence. But 
shift occurred;i,n neig~~~~~O~~Ss~~f!~C1f~ t~e former r7siden~s, a 
the use of its pbbl' ,c 1ma e. Order11ness 1n 
norms of conduct we~~ ~~:~~:i~e~11ge~ a:,-d the prior middle class 
the older residents as st . i t e aV10r patterns regi:2rded by 
most. It was ' range a he least anqoffensive at "the 
stage of theirP~~~~:~~~m;~~oSP~~dtOf these cha~ges in the initial 
~~~ettledchara6ter and th4r=~ as;ecfa~~ i~~e~~1~~~~f~~~?S their 
cri~~~e~'a:f~::e features ':Tere ex~cerbated by an increase in 
to its l~vel in P~~~~h~ Whh~cdh, wh1le relatively moderate compared 
t f ' 1~ or oos at the late stage of 
rans ormat10n, represented an alarming rise from prior levels. 
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D The replacing population was likely initially to be least 
responsible for the rise in crime. But as the pace of population 
change increased, these neighborhoods were opened to preg~tory 
invasion by offenders from the impacted high crime areas-seeking 
opportunity targets. And, finally, although property crimes were 
generally the more frequent type of offense, there occurred a 
period of several years at the end ofQthe initial stage of 
neighborhood change when person offenses exceeded them in 
frequency, raising crime to the statu.s of the neighborhood's most 
critical problem. 

1. Objectives of the Research 

In their reconstruction of past events, all histories select 
out of the past only ,those that are relevant to the historian's 
already formea ideas about what it is useful to know. In turn 
notion~ about useful historical in~ormation depend on the ' 
select~on of the problems and issues that an understanding of 
past events can help solve or illuminate. The present study is 
no exception. The concerns in this study were the policy 
problems that seem inva.riably to arise in efforts to check the 
progressive transformation of residentially desirable urban 
neighborhoods into high crime areas. To know what the changes 
and developments were that precipitated neighborhood decline in 
the "past) may ~elp policy planners focus on the specific elements 
?f current n7~gh~orhood changes whose control becomes imperative 
~f such decl~ne ~s to be checked in the futUre. 

TOrptovide a basis for t.lle reader's understanding of the 
;esearcn findi,t~gs, three major elements are examined. These 
~ncludean explanation of the concept of "neighborhood" as used 
in ~his stu~y? the crime measures used; and how neighborhood 
soc~al cond~t~ons were measured. Three sections of study' n 

findings follow, describing trends from 1950 to 1976 in crime and 
in the features of, a. set of neighborhoods identified in 1970 as 
the higheBt crime areas of L~S Angeles County. These sections 
trace the changes that transflormneighborhoods into deteriorated 
and crime-ridden areaS. The changes in neighborhood conditions 
that appear to be most responsible for the rise in crime, and the 
time bound sequences between neighborhood change and crime will 

a then be presented. A final section assesses sQJne of the 
implications of the findings for crime control policy. 

2. Main study Findings 

Before presenting the relationships between neighborhood 
deterioration and crime in the extensive detail of their Cl 

measurement, the major findings are summarized here. Five types 
of measures were used to assess the effects of neighborhood 
change on crime and of crime" on neighbor;hood change 'as high crime 
areas came into existence in Los Angeles County over a 26-year 
period. Each of these measures addressed a separate aspect of 
the neighborho<;,>d transformation process and was responsive to a 
specific and limited question. Study f~ndings can Qthus be 
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summarized in a series of questions an-d ans\'/ers as provided by 
data ana+.yses." 

A. Ten sets of census tract clusters were identified as 
constituting in 1970 the high crime areas of Los Angeles County. 
Were they uniform in their crime levels, or could they be 
distinguished in this respect? An examination of trends in crime. 
over the preceding 20 years, 1950-1970, placed the 1970 crime 
levels of these areas in three distinct orders of magnitude. 
Three of the ten sets of census tract clusters, or neighborhoods, 
with the lowest measure of crime in 1950 were those that moved 
into the high crime category only in 1970. These were designated 
the emerging high crime areas and represented the initial stage 
of neighborhood transformation. A second set of four clusters 
was not only distinctly higher than the emerging areas in their 
cri,me measure in ]:970, but had higher measures of crime in 1960 
as well. They were designated the transitional high cr ime areas, 
representing a more advanced stage of transformation. A third 
set of three census tract clusters was the highest in their crime 
measure not only in 1970 but in 1960 and 1950 as well. 
Designated the enduring high crime areas, they repre~ented the 
highly crfme-impacted terminal stage of neighborhood 
transforma tion. 

B. As neighborhoods deter~orated in the transition from the 
emerging to the enduring high drime stage, did the decline of.the 
neighborhood precede or follow. an increase in crime? 

At the early stage, changes in land use and in population 
composition preceded the increase in crime. The crime rise 
occurred aft'er single family dwellings gave way to apartment 
buildings, neighborhood space became.increasingly occupied by 
industrial and commercial structures;' intact two-parent families 
were replaced by broken and single-parent families and by 
unattached persona, and children and youth constituted an Q 

increasing proportion of the population. But as neighborhoods 
developed further as high crime areas, these changes no longer 
preceded a continuing increase in crime. In both the 
transitional and enduring high crime areas, the decline in 
neighborhood socioeconomic status and an increase in crime 
(fostering a change in its subculture) 00ccurred at an earlier 
date than the rise in their crime measure. Stated most generally, 
the type of neighborhood conditions whose changes preceded the 
increase in crime shifted fromtne ecological factors of land use 
and population composition in the initial stage of transformation 
to the social and cultural factors '-of socioeconomic status and 
neighborhood social climate in the late stages. But the answer to 
the time priority question tells us nothing about how much impact 
'prior neighborhood change had on subsequent increases in crime. 
This ,is the concern of the ~ext questiqn. 

';' t, 

'1 

c. .How much of the subsequent cr ime increase was accounted 
for by prior cha.nges in neighborhood conditions, and were there 
shifts in these respects in neighborhoOdS at different stages of 
development? The issue here was more complex and the picture 
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more highly differentiated tha~ was the case in response to ~le 
simpler "chicken-egg" question. The measure used in this 
analysis assessed the effect of the level of neighborhood 
deterioration in~1950 on crime i~ 1960~and 1960 ~eighb9rhood 
conditions on crJ~me' in 1970. Thl.s was done for hl.gh crl.me areas .? 

at each stage of development. The effec~s of earlier,date 
neighborhood,conditions ?n later date crl.~e were examl.ned, and 
the effects l.n the emergl.ng and the endurl.ng stage areas, 
compared. The starting point in deterioration is foun.¢( l.n the 
emerging high crime heighborhoo~s du~ing t~e 195~-1960 decade; 
its terminal point in the endurl.ng hl.gh crl.me nel.ghborhoods 
during t.he 1960-~970 decade.. Simply stated~ taken t?geth~r the 
lour types of neighborhood conditions indexl.ng deterl.Orat10n 

~ (land use, demographics, socioeconomic status, and subculture) 
have their greatest effect on crime at the beginning of the, , 
transformation process, and the least ef~ect at the end:, ,Thl.s l.S 
not to say that at the terminal stage nel.ghborhood condl.tl.ons are 
without their effect on crime. On the contrary, they remain 
substantial. In statistical terms, neighborhood conditions in 
the emerging areaiS in 1950 accounted for 60 percent of the 
variation in the :;1960 crime measure; in the enduring areas where 
high crime rates were already well-established, the 1960 state of 
the neighborhood accounted for 48 percent of the variation in the 
1970 crime measure. -

Perhaps more important in gal.nl.ng a pictu~e of,the 
neighborhood transformation process are the shl.fts l.n the effects 
on crime of the several types of neignborhood conditions. The 
strongest early effects are those of land use, followed very , 
closely by those of population composition. Both socioeco~~.oml.c 
status and subculture have negligible effects during the initial 
stage, although as we shall see, the rate of change in these 
features does not have negligible effects. with the passage 'of 
time socioeconomic status anQ subculture move into promi~ence in 
their crime effects, while those of land use and populatlon 
composition decline. The detailed measures support th~ general 
proposition that in Los Angeles Cou~ty ~he transforma~l.on of 
neighborhoods from crime-free to crl.me-l.mpacted areas proceeds 
from an initial physical change to change in population , !~ 
composition to change in its socioeconomic status to change l.n 
prevailing normative controls. In brief, as suggested by the 
preceding time priority measures, the initial changes ar~ 
ecological, followed by sociocultural changes •. " 

,p 

An additional potentially important aspect, of the '0 

relationship betwe.en p.eighborhoodchange and, cr ime remai~s to be 
examined: the effect of the rate or velocity of change, l.n 
neighborhoods. on the rate at which the crime l"evel was ~ound t<;, 
increase. It seems reasonable to assume that, other thl.:t;gs bel.ng 
equal, the more rapidly neighbc.rhoods deteriorate the more, 
disruptive the effect on the o,rderliness of neighborhood ,11fe and 
on the previously effective control over the con~uct of l.fS , 
residents, and "therefore the higher th~ rate oflncre?,lse In l.ts 
crime. 
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Two questions follow from this argument. 

, D. What was,t~e overall comparative rate of change between 
,nel.ghborhood ~ondl.tl.ons and crime over the entire two decades?:> 
Was the velocl.ty of change greater in the former than in the 
l~tter throughout the 20-year period? Were change velocity 
dl.ff',erences the same or different for neighborhoods at the 
several stages of transformati~n? 

The relations~ip between the velocity of neighborhood change 
and the rate of crl.me,change was found to d~ffer at the early and 
the late stages of nelghborhood transformatl.on. In the emerging 
areas, all neighborhood conditions with the exception of 
subculture changed at a faster rate than did crime In 
particular, the velocity of change in the early st~ge with 
respect to population composition and socioeconomic status ,was 
far greater than ,the velocity of crime change. However in ~he 
~ater transitional,and enduring stages of transformati~n,crime 
lnc:eased faster t~an the advance of neighborhood deterioration. 
S? f~r as comp~r~tl.ve velocity chaeges are concerned, the 
fl.ndl.ngs from ~hl.s analysis suggest that in general rapid early 
nei~hb?rhood cha~ge p:ovides a powerful "push" to later very 
rapid l.ncreases l.n crl.me. The pace of neighborhood change is 
la~er recuc;:ed as, dete:ioration approaches a satlit23tion point, but 
crl.me contl.nues l.ts hl.gh rate of increase. 

HO,wever, this observation is implied ra ther than 
demo~strated by ~he ~ata of compar~tive velocity change analysis 
based on an examl.natl.on of the entl.re 20-year period. A further 
meas~re 'ifa~ emp~oyed to test this implication and to deter.mine 
the specl.fl.c nel.ghborhood features whose earlier velocities are 
related to later high ~rime change velocity. The m~asure was the 
meth9d of lagged velocity relationships, in which later crime 
change velocity was examined in the light of earl,y'velocity 
changes in neighborhood conditions. The findings of that 
analysis were responsive to the following ques~fon. 

,E= Which earlier decade change velocities fh neighborhood 
condl.~l.ons were most highly related to later decade crime change velocl.ty? 

, 'Th~ ~o~t important sit;gle finding o,f this analys'is was' that 
l.n t~e l.n~tl.a~ st~ge el!lergl.ng areas, it was the high velocity of 
change prl.marl.ly l.n neaghborhood socioeconomic status that was 
most related ~o the high\ velocity of crime change in the second 
?ecade., Earl~er land US~\ change velocity had no similar effect
l.ndeed, the crime measure\increased in the first decade at a mubh 
higher rate than did land \~Vse in the second decade. The same was 
trt;e for the demographic fe9-t:ures of not only the early s_tage 
nel.ghborhoods but of those i;n the later stages as well. ,i 

Subc;:Ultural chang~ was the only neighborhood featuz;"e other than 
socl.oeco~omic change whose earlier change velocities exceeded the 
later crl.me change rate, an9 therefore presumably "drove" it. 
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Thus, the two most rmportant signs of an impending 
r? convE;3rsion of ~ neighborh~od' ~nt~ a high crime,area, and wh~ch 

~? may well funct10n as lead1ng 1nd1cators, are f1rst a very h1gh 
rate of change in its socioeconomic status and a moderatly high 
rate of change in subculture.. This may Ulean that a high velocity 
of land use change during the early st~ge of neighborhood , 
transformation that da-2S not entai(:]. high velocity changes 1n 
socioeconomic status and subculture does not necessarily produce 
rapid subsequent increases in crime. Findings from the 
comparative velocity analysis highlight ~n c;t pre,?ise wa~ th~ 
importance of n~ighborhood change rates 1n 1nduc1ng a r1~e 1n 
cr ime. As slrOW--rl\in c the analyses\) of both, time pr iori ty ~n~ of 
lagged'effects of earlier mea~ures of n:1ghbo6hood cond7t1ons ~n 
later crime' measures, change 1n and of, 1tself was assoc1ated "11th 
an increase in crime. In general "there is fij.rst a shift in the " 
ecological factors of~land use and populatio~mposition, and 
only later a change in tHe sociocultural (,factors of socioeconomic 
status and subculture. Analysis based on lagged comparative 
velocity changes indicates that~ while '~Cological change might 
weil constitute a necessary condition for the ~ubsequent rtse in 
crime, it is not the sufficient condition. Given ecological 
change, the sufficient condition becomes high" velocity of early 
cho.nge in socioeconomic status and in suboculture •. An 
illustrative example would be the hypothetical neighborhood which 
'undergoes (a) rapid land use change from single family to 
mul tiplex dwellings. and f rom a lower to a higher ratio of 
commercial and light industrial use, (b) a shift in population 
composition from intact two-parent: families to high proporti<:ms 
of non::-intact families and unattached. individuals, and (c) ':l1th 
both these changes reducing only moderately the ratio of ch11dren 
to adults. As we have seen, these are the necessary conditions 
for subsequent increases in the neighborhood crime level. But ;) 
the increase is not likely to be realized absent the sufficient 
condition of an .early high rate of change in neighb,orhood 
socioeconomic stcil:us together with its associated high rate of 
change in ne~,.ghborhood social climate. 

3 • The "~eighborhoodn~Unit 
\' o S 

1I,""",,=If" .References to residential neighborhoods of large cities 
focus) attention primarly on their geographic location. In 
addition, they are usually ide.ntified and recognized in ccommon 
discourse ~s flgood" or "bad" places to live. such popular 
judgments rest on four dimensions. Pirst, they are rated as 
environmentally pleasant or offensive, and:.second, on tlieir " 
access to the ci tyl,S transportation .network. A third and mo;-e 
critical factor is the inc,ome and social status level of the1r' o 

residents. Finally, the idea of =neighborhood~ still ret~~ns a a 
no~talgic and sentimenta~ component. For many, the assoc1at:d 
imagery evokes memories of the countrY'srural past. Econom1C 
activity and social life w~re then locality centered. Residents 
were bound to one another by the claims of friendship" and kinship 
and by the demands of mutual help •. However, little of this has 
surviv~<I in tlJ-e modern metropolis. 
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Whether outdated or contemporary,-none of these cways of 
defining city neighborhoods met the reqUirements of this study. 
Needed was a method of locating areas of Los Angeles County whose 
boundaries could be precisely desi,gnated, which could be 
distinguished from one another by differences in their crime 
measures, and for which there existed information useful in the 
measurement of their~social conditions as welloas crime levels. 
Briefly stated, the "neighborhoods" referred to in this s.tudy 
consisted of units of territory similar first of all in their G 

crime problem. In addition, they were required to be similar in 
their pattern of residential, commercial, and industrial land 
use, and in their pl;)pulation characteristics. So defined, such 
units of territory constitute neighborhoods in the special sense 
that their resident8 are generally more likely to resemble other 
residents of these than of other neighborhoods. Among other 
things, they were found to share roughly similar housing 
cO~,di tions, patterns of family composition, placement in an 
occupational prestige scale, educational attainment, ethnic group 
membership, and the magnitude of th~ir crime problem. The County 
area was found to be comprised of 1142 census tracts having 
identical boundaries in 1950, 1960, and 1970. A statistical 
procedure was then used to assemble contiguous census tracts into 
192 clusters, or neighborhoods, differentiated in the ways 
indicated. 

4. How Crime Was Measured 

The measureme~t of crime across long periods of time. 
presents special problems. Crime can be measured in a number of 
ways. There is, of course, no way that the actual number of law 
violations that occur i,n a large population can be accurately 
counted: it is possible to enumerate on~y those that are reported 
to and recorded by police and those recorded by prosecutors and 
courts. These counts provide only an jndex of the volume of 
crime. Each measures some fraction of total offenses committed. () 
Because they a·re closest t,o the actual commission of the act~ the 
best of these indexes is that of crimes reported to the police. 
Unfortunately, ,this information was available in Lo~ Angeles 
County for each of its census tracts only for 1970. The only 
available recorded data uniforn~y compiled by census tract for 
the earlier years of 1960 and 1950~ as J..llell as after 1970, were 
those of juvenif'es petitioned to the court for law violations. 
Their geogrp-phic distribution in the County in 1970 with the 
~istributioh of crime reports was compared., <) and the two types of 
1ndexes were found to~be distributed in an almost identical 
manner: Census tracts high ~,n the number crime reports for that 
year wer.e also high in juveniles petitioned to the court; tracts 

Q with very few juvenile offenders recorded very few crime reports. 
In another context, 1970 juvenile petitions were compaTed to 
adult offenders liv:ing in the same area.. The results of the 
comp~r~son esentially demonstrated a mirror image of each other. 
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" Where a. large numQer of adult offenders lived in a given area :) 
there .. were also a large number of juvenile offenders. The 
comparability of the two measures was also disclosed in o~her 
research conducted at an earlier time period in another c1ty. 
The decision was therefore made to use the juvenile offender data 
as a surrogate, or substitute, for crime reports. 

5. Indicators of NeighborhoQd Social Conditions 

The concern in this study was'the relationship between 
neighborhood change and trends in crime. The method for the 
measurement of crime having been selected, the task now became 
ho"t to represent neighborhC?frR change in measurable ways. The 
changes of particular intet~~t were those that reflected 
neighborhood deterioration and decay. However, while these terms 
serve as metaphors of useful intuitive meaning, they must be 
given empirical specification. It is necessary, in other words, 
t6 determine specifically the features of neighborhoods whose. 
changes induce their decay. Further, it is nec~ssary to spec1f¥ 
neighborhood characteristics for which there eX1st data for the1r 
measurement. 

The problem was approached by defining four dimensions, or 
aspect~, of urban areas. Changes in each tend generally to be 
associated with changes in the others. But because they tend 
also to change at different rates, each feature of urban 
neighborhoods maintains l:fome degree of independence. 

f~i 

The first of these dimensions is land use, that is, the 
extent to which the physical space of a neighborhood is 
differentially occupied by various types of residential d~ellings 
and by commercial and .industrial structures. The second 1S the 
demographic composition of the population as defr.ined by measures 
of density, i.e., the number per square mile, as well as by type 
of household unit, residential mobility, and the ratio of the . 
very young and the very old to those in the employable ages. The 
third was the socioeconomic character of neighborhoods as 
characterized by the occupations of its labor force, some key 
housing conditions associated with income level, and educational 
attainment. The final dimension was ,the important if elusive 
factor of neighborhood subculture. This was defined by patterns 
of activity that reflected the capacity of residents to control 
and limit the kinds of deviant behavior among its adoles,cent and 
young adult groups likely to lead to and support illegal conduct. 

Each o:t these dimensio'ns of neighborhood character as they 
existed in 1950, 1960, 1970, 1973, and 1976 was measured by man:y 
variables or indexes. (A full list of thevariable;1 employed is 
presented in Chapters II and VII of the full report). For the 
periods between 1950 and 1970 nine variables were used to measure 
land use; eight fqf the demographic' composition of nei~hbor:ho~d 
"populations; eightA'for socioeconomic leve:J..; and 12 var1ables 1n 
the measurement of subculture. For the p~t iod 1970-1.976, seven 
variables werer,vderived t,o measure land use; five for demographic 
composition~ 18 for s~ocioeconomic level; and 19, variables 
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measuring subcultures. For the 1950-1970 period the data used 
c, were obtained from the decennial census reports; data for the 

1970-1976 period were obtained from existing local administrative 
data files. 

G 

The above variables were, moreover, measured in three 
different ways: concentration, dfSt§ibution, and unit share. The 
unit share measure designates the pr~l?ortion, or share, formed by 
the magnitude, or amount, of a given ~ighborho~d feature to its 
total amount in the metropolitan area. The distribution measure 
is Simply the ratio, or rate, of a feature to its population 
base, e.g., the percent unskilled laborers to the labor·force. 
The preferred measure, and the one principally used in the 
analysis of neighborhood change and crime, waf:! that of 
concentration. This measure expresses the magnitude of a given 
neighborhood feature per unit of territory, in this case per 
square mile. It was preferred because it conveys most o.!'earlY 
the character of a neighborhood as perceived by its residents and 
is likely, therefore, to affect most directly residents' 
decisions to move or stay as local conditions change. 

Extensive analyses were made probing the relationships of 
trends in the, 37 variables indexing neighborhood social 
conditions to trends in their crime problem. These analyses are 
presented in detail in several chapter!;;. of the full report. We 

,decided, however, that the trend relationships disclosed in these 
analyses required both simplification and clarification. To this 
end, a single measure of each of the four aspects of neighborhood 
social conditions as well as of the crime measure was constructed 
for each of the four dimensions and for each of the four time 
points through which the history of the County's highest crime 
areas was recovered. This was done by factor analyzing 

nseparately the multiple variables constituting the land use, 
'demographic', socioeconomic, and subcultural dimensions of 
neighborhood social conditions. These produced four separate 
sets of composite social indicator scores. The score values for 
both crime and neighborhood conditions register the extent to 
which they differ from the mean for the County. All values are 
thus calibrated on a" uniform scale, permitting comparability 
across all scores. The analysis findings to be presented here 
are uniformly based on these composite indicator scores. 

6,; Main Trends in Neighborhood Change and Crime 

The first topic examined in the study addresses the pattern 
of crime increase during the prior two decades in neighborhoods 
identified as the high crime areas of Los Angeles County in ,/1970. 
This is followed by an assessment of the uniformity of the trend 

0 0 in all such neighborhoods where crime increase differences among 
them Clef ine unique stages in their develo};ment as high cr ime 
areas. Three stages in the develop:nent of high crime areas' were 
identified. Neighborhoods in the early, or emerging, stage ,ere 
those in 1970 which encountered their first experience of a 
p&,ecipi tous rise in cr ime and the onset of neighborhood 0 

deterioration. A second,' 0.lZI: transitional, stage was found in 
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neighborhoods with decisively highet levels of crime and 
of heighborhood decline than those in the emerging areas 
experienced high levels of crime for at least ten years • 

measures 
and had 

The 
final, or enduring, stage ~as represented by the heavily 
crime-impacted and extensively deteriorated neighborhoods at the 
end of the cycle of neighborhood transformation. In realn terms, 
crime has persisted a·s an intensive activity for over 20 years. 
Several decades earlier, the enduring stage areas were the 
emerging stage areas. Given the ex:istenceof developmental 
stages, findings will be presented with respect to types of 
offenses that differentially characterize each. With crime trend 
patterns described, attention will then be given to neighborhood 
changes over the same 26-year period. 

7. Crime Trends 

When measured against the trend in the County as a whole, 
crime climbed steadily upward at a differentially higher rate in 
the high crime areas between 1950 and 1970 (Table 1 and Figure 
1). In 1950, the ten hi911iest cr ime areas accounted for 
approximately one-quarter of the County's volume of crime; by 
1970 this share had increased to one-third. The general trend 
was thus one of a differentially greater increase in the crime. 
level in the highest crime areas in the face of a generally 
rising level of crime throughout the County. Further evidence of 
the growing concentration of crime in the high crime areas was 
the increase in the unit share of juvenile property offenses, 
from 26 percent of all such juvenile offenses in the County in 
1950, to 40 percent in 1970. Similarly, the unit share measure 
of offenses against the person increased during this period from 
28 to 52 percent in the high crime areas. The slight post-1970 
downward trend in crime in these neighborhoods may have been an 
effect of reduction in the percentage in the population of those 
in the crime prone youth groups. 

,', 
It is particularly significant 'that trends in crime differed 

among the ten 1970 high crime areas during the preceding 20 
years. Three trend patterns may be distinguished. Those 
neighborhoods with highest crime density or concentration 
measures in 1950, the enduring high crime areas, held that 
position throughout the. period. A secc:md set of neighborhoods, 
the transitional high crime areas, were moderately high in crime 
in 1950 and moved steadrly upward during the next ,two decades. A 
third group of neighborhoods, the emerging high crime areas, were 
virtually crime free in 1950, with only a slight rise by 1960, 
but with high levels by 1970. Their crime measure, while 
consistently below those in the first two sets of neighborhoods;, 
rose steadily in the>next'20 yea~s. And unlike the first two, 
their crime measure continued its earlier upward trend in the 
post-1970 years. 

The three crime trend patterns indicate that in 1970 the ten 
clusters of census tracts identified as the County's highest 
crime areas were at three distinguishable stageS of development. 
The designation of these neighborhoods as emerginlP" t;.'i)ransi tional, 
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Figure 1. Trends in Standardized Mean Crime Composite 
Indicator Scores., 1950-1976., Ten 1970 Highest 
Crime Areas and High crime Areas at Three 
Stages of Development., Los Angeles County 
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and enduring serves to describe differences in\their "maturity" 
as high crime areas, and to define the main stages in a cycle of 
development from a relatively crime free to a high crime 
condition. We .note, for example, that the 1950 crime measure for 
the high crime neighborhoods'> that were just emerging in 1970 was 

r below the average crime level for the County. By 1960, these 
(q,;'\ neighborhoods showed a higher crime measuFe than prevailed in 
~,> 1950 in 'the more "advanced" transitional high crime areas. 

Similarly, in 1970 the emerging areas had a higher level of crime 
than did the transitional areas in 1960. ~hese time-lagged 
diffe,rences demonstrate the developmental progression in the 
creation of crime-impacted neighborhoods. 

8. Trends in Offense Types 

Instrumental property crimes, such as burglary, robbery, 
theft, auto theft, and receiving stolen property are generally 
far more frequent than such expressive offenses as homicide, 
as~u1t, rape, and drug law violations. However, this difference 
in predominant crime type is reversed in neighborhoods when they 
first emerge as high crime areas. As shown in Figure 2, while 
the measure of instrumental offenses was substantially higher 
than expressive offenses in the emerging areas in 1950, this was 
reversed by 1970. That this effect is only temporary is 
indicated in the relatively higher magnitudes of instrumental 
offenses in neighborhoods at the later stages of development • 
But the temporary reversal is noteworthy as a possible indicator 
of impending neighborhood transformation to a crime-impacted 
status." An upsurge of such expressive offense behavior as 
assault, rape, drug law violations and the like in neighborhoods 
where these were previously ra~e or absent is suggestive of the 
rapid decay of public order and of the informal control over 
behavior commonly exercised by residents. 

9. Trends in Neighborhood Social Conditions 

To understand the transformation of neighborhoods f.rom low 
to high crime areas and to note the changes in their social 
features, the reader should bear in mind how these changes have 
been meaSured. The measurements constructed have taken into 
account any extraneous changes in the same social indicato'rs ~at 
occurred in Los Angeles County over the same 20-year period \\ . 
(e.g., changes in family income due to inf).ation, normal increase 
in home values, etc.). As a rapidly growing urpan region, Los 
Angeles County almost doubled in population since 1950. This 
inc1u~edvery large.increases in minotity groups, and tl}e 
extenaed dense settlement of large areas that were prev~ously 
rural. The County experienced an extraordinary degree of 
residential mobility as newly developed communities were opened 
for settlement, and witnessed the decentraliza£ion of commerce 
common=to the contemporary American city. Such massive changes 
occurring over a re1ativerYQrief span of "time meant that"socia1 
conditions typically associated with differences among 
residential neighborhoods in. their crime oproblems tended to 
beCOme more widely distributed over th~ county. consequently, 
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FiguT'e 2. Trends in standardized Mean Corrrposite Indiotol1 
Soores" Instrwnentat and Ea:pressive~gffenses~ 
1950-19?O~ Census Traot CZusters a~Three Stages 
of DeveZopment as High Crime Areas in 19?O~ 
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high crime areas can be identified only by the degree to which 
they dj,Jfer in their social features from those generally 
prevailing over the urbanized region. To identify this disparity 
a measure was created that expresses the difference between the 
average level of a given social feature in the County, set at a 
value of zero, and its level in any specific neighborhood. That 
is, a "standardized" measure was created. The numbers used to 0 

represent the level of any neighborhood feature as well as its 
crime level are thus measures of differences from the county 

(j 

mean. 

We have already noted that,there are four basic ways that 
neighborhoods may deteriorate as their crime levels rise. Where 
tHey were originally -built up as residential areas of 
predominantly owner-occupied s~ngle family dwellings, their land 
use pattern may in time shift to reflect an increasing proportion 
of commercial and industrial establishments. Second, their, 
demographic character may change as neighborhoods become more or 
less densely populated, with households containing larger 
proportions of individuals without families and with growing 
numbers of families broken by divorce or desertion. In addition, 
~he age distribution of the population may shift, increasing the 
proportion, of dependent chcildren and the aged to adults in the 
employable ages. Third, the socioeconomic level of neighborhoods 
can be altered by .shifts in the characteristics of the population 
in the labor force (from advanced education in the well-paid 
occupations to reduced educational attainment in the semi-skilled 
and unskilled occupations) and by overcrowding (stimulated by the 
conversion of la~ge apartments til small quarters). Fourth, norms 
affecting law observance and coxfstituting relev~nt elements of 
the neighborhpod subculture can undergo change as their earlier 
stable population is rapidly displaced by groups, whether ethnic 
minorities or otherwise, who are relatively recent migrants to 
the c~ty and subject to economic disabilities and lower average 
educational attainment. Control over the early socialization of 
the young is affected by the growing proportions of females in 
the labor force~A description follows of trends during the 
1950-1970 period for each of these four components of 
neighborhood social conditions, as changes occurred in what 
beeame the",County's high crime areas. " 

, " .) 
. A summarY' representation of social tren,ds in neighborhoods 

moving into a high'crime 6bndition is provided in"Figure 3. 
Compared eto their average for" the County, measures of 
neighborhood conditions increase dUring the early stages of 
develqpment,and decline in the last, or enduting, stage~ Since 
these are measures of deterioration, the dec!ine in the last 
stage areas indicat,es not a reversal of deterioration but a 
decline in the degree of change in this respe'ct from an earlier 
period. Having arrived earlier at a point, of maximum 
deterioratiq,n, furthef increases become unlikely. Except for the 
measure of land use, measu,reS of the demographic, socioeconomic, 
and subcultural, conditions in the enduring ~tage areas are 
highest at each of thethreeAtime points of 1950, 1960, and 1970. 
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Figure 3. standardized Comparative Trends in Crime 
and Neighborhood Conditions by Type of 
High Crime Areas., Los Ange,!es County., 
1950-1970 
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The significant feature of the land use measure is that it 
increased consistently in relation to the average for the County 
only in the emerging stage areas. This does not mean, however, 
that by the endpoint of 1970 the enduring stage areas were lower 
in their absolute measure on land use variables indexing 
neighborpood aeterioration. It was lower only in relation to 
Countywide changes. A visit to the two types of neighborhoods 
would reveal eviaent land use differ.ences. For example, the 
weighted percentage of renter-occupied dwellings in the enduring 
stage areas in 1970 was higher (65.4) than in the emerging areas 
on the same date (63.2). The same absolute difference would be 
found for the percentage of land parcels devoted to commercial 
uses: 7.6 in the endu,r ing and 6.2 in the emerging areas. 

The same relative and absolute differences are evident for 
the demographic and socioeconom,,};:c features~ of neighborhoods at 
the early and late stages of development. As an aside, it should 
be noted that the decline in the demographic measure between 1950 
and 1960 was an unfortunate artifact of the absence in 1960 of 
data for several important indexes of population composition. 
Both types of social conditions measuring neighborhood 
deterioration increased in the two earlier stage areas and 
stabil~zed in the last stage areas. 

Trends in subculture, on the other hand, differ from trends" 
in the other ne~ghborhood measures. In both the emerging and 
transitional areas, the subculture measure moved sharply upward 
in the first decade{;of the 20-year period. Its decline during 
the next decade suggests that the change had re'ached a maximum 
for neighborhoods at that point in their (idevelopment dur ing th~t 
time period. Had 1940-1950 data been available for the enduring 
stage areas, a sharp rise in the measure of neighborhood 
subculture is likely to have been eyident. 

\ove'rall, the" evidence pr.ovided by the trend data reveals aU 
~~ttern of time sequence among the land use, demographic, and 
s9cioeconomic changes in neighborhood conditions. ~ince they 
we.;;re measured on a uniform scale expressing the difference 
between the level of each neighborhood feature and its mean for 
the County, shifts in each measure between 1950 and 1970 indicate 
the order of change among neighborhood conditions. In the 
emerging high crime areas, the 1950 magnitude of the composite 
land use. Score was .127 the 1970 gemographic score was .66 and 
for socioeconomic status': in 1,970 It· was .72. This is to say that 
in the early stage (in 1950) neighborhood land use differed least 
in it.s measure from its mean for the County. By 1970 these areas 
were more distinctive .in their demographic featt;lres and most in 
their socioeconomic features. Similarly, fo~ the transitional 
stage areas, composite scores for the three neighbozhood 

f features, showed an almost identical progression. ; 
,} 

To summarize, in the development of neighborhoods as high 
crime areas the initi"al changes are those of land use. These 
include a shift from owner- to renter-occupied housing, from 
single to multipl~ fali\ily dwellings, and from exclusively 
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residential use to increasing commercial and industrial use. In 
large part, the cha~ges reflect the aging of such neighborhoods, 

G' since they comprise ·~t.he sections of the urban area that were 
built up earliest in its history. With shifts in their land use 
patter:n these neighborhoods become more densely populated, the 
proportion of single-parent families and of single person 
households increases as does the general repidential mobility, 
and chi,ldren and youth come to constitute a grow.ing proportion of 
the 1?opulation. The socioeconomic level of high crime areas then 
decl~nes as the labor force shifts to increasing numbers of 
unskilled and semi-skilled workers, and as housing becomes 
~ncreasingly crowded. 

Among the changes in population characteristics as 
neighborhood transformation occurs is a shift in features 
affecting its efforts to preserve local 'public order and to 
maintain control over the behavior of their youth groups. 
Important among these features a~e the occupations and social 
status of the population that displaces the prior residents of 
changing neighborhoods. In the American metropolitan areas, 
these are most frequently low income minority ethnic groups. 
They continue to experience poverty and status denigration,., and 
often perpetuate traditions of non-urban origin, that mayor may 
not be supportive of the legit~macy of laws issued from remote 
centers of power. Within this context, adaptive practices 
develop which make their appearance as an evolving subc4,lture in 
changing neighborhoods. A pe'rsisting pattern of law vioaation is 
accomodated within the subculture as well, particularly among the 
youth of successive generations. A neighborhood subculture 
supportive of criminal activity has been shown in this study to 

~ ~ake root very rap.i1dly dur ing. the early stages c of neighborhood 
\f'"\..~ransformation, and to come to full flower only cin the last 

s-'taqe, when it stabilizes as one' of its fixed attributes. 

Altl1qugh its source is in the historical experience and 
current 'situation of the residents, the,neighborhood subculture 
supportive" of crime and delinquency in the hign crime areas never 
embraces more than a small fract.i{on of their populations. The 
interests and values of most of their residents are identical 
wi·th those embedded in'the culture of the wider society. They' 
reflect theoconventional concerns with stable and legitimate 
employment,~withcthe establishment and maintenance of family 
ties, with the search for opportunity to "get ahead," and the 
like. Frequently unab:te to realize such "normal" a~pirations in 
even modest form, their residents are massively handicapped in 
their efforts to maintain a social and institutional fabric 
possessing the usual capacity for elemental social control. The 
average resident is often twice ~ victimized by residence in a high 
crime area; first by the predatory activities of offenders who 
are frequently close neighbors and second ~ecause he tends to be 
viewed with suspicion as a proto-criminal by those outside his 
community. This creates a formidable barrier to the free 
residential movement of those' with the resou'rces ana desire to 
escape the pervasive insecur i ty of person and pr operty .they 
suffer in the high criI:!le apaas. 
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neighg~~~~~~o~~~~uf~duced by ~condi~ions that sustain the 
delinquency become i~~: of, such n:~ghborhoods, crime and 
ass?IDe a permanent stat~:s~~g~¥ ~~xe~ attributes as neighborhoods 
feature alo th t ' ~g cr~me areas. It is this 
favo~able ~e a ~n the end affects the possibility of 
less handi~aan~~'bobstructing th: recruit~ent of a population 
problems ana~th y pove7ty and ~ts assoc~ated disabling 

" e upgrad~ng of its ec . b 
the ~eparted commercial and indust ' fnom~c a~e by bringing back 
earl~er period had regarded th r~a enterpr~ses that at an 

ese areas as favorable locations. 

10. ~IhbQrhood Change and Crime: The Chiqken-Egg Issue 

Do neighborhoods first d t ' 
crime areas, or does an initi:ler~ora~e an~ then become high 
deterioration? For man r~se ~n cr~me induce their 
regarded i3.S posin ad' y ~rba~ dwe~lers the 9uestion may be 

, hC!;ve escaped to t£e le!:t!~~~~on w~thout a d~fference. Those who 
,> bound "to 13ee the risin c' g~red qua7'ters of the city are 

as in itself th~ essen~' f~me o~ the ne~ghborhoods they have left 
ki~ds of E~mergent chang!: t~:~eci of their deterioration. Other 
ne~ghborhc)ods tend to b a so may have overtaken these 
'th h . • e seen as having dev 1 d ' w~t ell: now exacerbated crime bl e ope s~mul taneously 

those \\Whosle profession it is t dprf :m. On the other hand, 
policy andoplanning stand oin 0 ea w~th urban problems from a 
other impO'rtant matters, eithtt~US~ concern ~hem~elves, among 
the urban area into enclaves of e e?ay of !~den~ng reaches of 
Whether remedial effort focuses ma~s~v7 soc~al ~eglect ,and crime. 
means of checking neighborhood d~~~m~r~l~.on cr~me control as a 
of neighborhood change as er~ora-~~n, or on the control 
there is a need for d ,a means of stemm~ng the rise of crime 
each ~o ~h.e other. ~r~~l~~ know~edge of th~ relationship of ' 
9f.ne~ghJ5orhood changes thatm~~ f~r~t and ~h~ch fOll?ws, the type 
cr~me, the effects of risin ,or 0 no~ ~nducean ~ncrease in 
neighborho~)d changes ,the ~ cr ~me pn st~ll other kinds of 
of rapid and those that re:~~~sfOf ch~nge~ that are consequences 
~hese and 13imilar conc/t,irns are enrtoma';lsedow .;n~ntchrea~ehs, ink cr ime-n-all 
~Ssue. '~': ... .... e c ~c e.Q:~egg 

," Th:~ descr iption just· t d ' 
an~ neiShbclrhood condition~1;~~e~o: of ,20-yea.r trends in "crime 
cr~me has a, general' tendency to' Angeles County suggest that 
ne~ghborhocld (~ondi tions' ", Th t ~n~rease, after changes occur in 
indicate that in the:.em~r ' e 7'en s ~ep~cted in Figure 3 
neighborhoQ'dcondi ti~i's i~~n~, h~g~ cr~~e ar~as ~ll four types of 
1950 and 19170' However' 't' h7x~n9, deter~oratJ.on ~ncreased between 

" , h ,. ~ ,. Ul e~n .ence is far f l' s'7nce te tJ.me sequences bet'i~een th C t rom conc uSl.ve, 
plctured rather than sUbJ'ected to e "'f0 types of change were 
measurement" ".prec~se and detailed 

'l'herear,e five other ti t d . 
with respect to the deterio ~e, ten ~ wh~ch provide a perspective 
the question of whether 'the ratJ.o,n--cr~me sequ<:nce i~sue. First is 
cha,nge, to Subsequent cr'; . ~" hsec;tuence from pr~or ne~ghborhood 

'~,' .~ ~", 1-me c ange would be conf' d ' 
anappr.opria,te mea~Urement method If· th b ~rme, w~th Use of 

~ ",. e 0 servat~ons based on 
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o trend data survive th~ test of measurement, a second, more 
specific question concerns the degree to whi'ch cthe crime measure 
in a subsequent p~rio9 was accounted for by the measures of 
particular neighborhood conditions in a"prior time period., 
Moreover, we would want to know also at what stage of , 
neighborho"od transforma.tion each such condition most accounts" for 
1 · \",~) , ater cr2me., ~, ~ 

A third question concerns the compara.tive amount of change 
overt~me betwe~n neighborho9d conditions and crime. Was a v~ry 
small 1ncrease 1n, for examp~~, land use or population 
composi tion between 1960 and 1'9:]:0 associated with a similar, 
larger, or smaller increase in crime over the same periog? 
Th~se comparative measures are useful in discriminating among 
types of neighborhood change that may be more or less critical 
for changes in their crime problems. 

Information regarding the c::oncurrent amount of change in 
crime and neighborhood conditions over an identical time period 
provides grounds for a preliminary 'assessmerit of their 
comparative::;.,change rates. It permits only a provisional an'Swer 
to the following kinds of questions: over any given time period, 
do neighborhoods deteriorate at cf faster rate than cri,me 
increases, 'or does crime increase at the higher Veloctty? Are 
the relative change velocities of the two the, same at ~~l stages 
of neighborhood transfo:r;mation, or do they differ at each stage? 
To obtain more definitive answers to thepe question~i a fpurth 
meqsure was then employed. This measure provided apr"ecise ' 
assessment of comparative time changeveloci ties iil ne!£ghborhood 
conditions and crime across the entire 20-year period, 1950-1970. 
Speculatively, there ar,e goodt'easons, derivE?d from general 
sociological knowledge, to e,x:t:\ect that it umay not be ,change in 
neighborhood condltons per se that is most responsible for 
driving up crime in changing neighborhoods, but the velocity of 
change in these conditions. ~ • c 

, 
~o /'\ 

11. Lead-Lag Relationships, ~eiqtV2?rhood Conditions and Crime 
Cr ~ 

Provisional: findings that changescln neighborhood conditions 
prece~e ch~nges\~\:.:in cr ime wel';e generally cQn£ irmed when lead-lag 
relat1onshl.ps be~,(IleeG:\.," t, he, ,t'l.'19, 'I.·Jere measure, d by th,eo method of ) 
cross-lagged corr"ela £:::j;.'on.. with mea,sur ement, moreover , it became 
possible to note shifts in the "leading effects of neighborhood 

c;,change in'the genesis and developmen"t of the County' s high crime 
areas. '0 

(~:/ 

The findings "are 'btlarted in Figuret 4. In their general 
"form, lea,d-·~.,ag relationshipsare& most clearly apparent when the 
entire County!) is treated as,the unit of analysis. In the earlier 
1950-1960 decade, changes ~iri,. all but..: subculture among the four 

,\ ty~-,$ of tieighborhood oConditi:ons in 1950 preceded change in the 
1960 crimemE:1asl1re. During th~"s "decade it was the 1950 change in 
q,r ime that preceded the 196 0 ch~Jlge in neighborhood subculture •. 
By the 19qO-1970 decade, changes in both the land use and the 0 

demographic measures in 1970 were preceded by Ule 1960 chang~s in 
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'Figupe 4. Lead-Lag Relationships Between 
Neighborhood Conditions and 
Crime~ 1950-1960 and 1960-19?0~ 
Los Ange~es County~ Emerging 
and Enduring High Crime Areas 
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Neighborhood change prior to crime change: 

Crime change prior to neighborhood s:hange: 
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I crime. '\J On the other hand, bhe two types of neighborhood, , 
conditions whose earlier changes preceded later changes ln crlme 
were those of socioeconomic status and subculture. In ge~eral, 
then, lead-lag measures shi~t slightly ~rom pr~or change ln, 
neighborhood conditions durlng the earller J?e(10d to a grow;ng 
prominence in the priority of crime change ln the later perl0d~ 

This shift is highlighted with the,use of the e~erging ~nd 
the enduring high crime areas as the unlts 9f a~alysls. , . 
Uniformly in the emerging areas during the earller 1950-1960 
decade, it was neighborhood change that precede~ the la~er c~ange 
in crime. By the second decade of 1960-1970 thlS relatlonshlp 
was all but reversed: earlier date crime change preceded , 
subsequent change in neighborhood ~o~ditions. so~ioec~nomlc , 
status was the single type of condltlpn that retalned ltS earller 
driving force in relation to subsequent crime. 

But most illuminating is the contrast between the lead-lag 
situation in the emerging areas during the earlier 1950-1960 
decade and the situation in the enduring areas during the later 
1960-1970 decade. In the transformation process, the first 
represents the onset of neighborhood deterioration an~ risin~ 
crime" the second indicates the situation at its termlnal pOlnt 
when ~xtremely high crime measures become stabili~ed as ~ , , 
virtually permanent neighborhood featu:r;e. Early ln the lnltlali 
stage, neighborhood cha~ge, is cc:>nsistently prior to crime ch,~ng~,~ 
Late in the last stage lt lS crlme ~h~n9E;that preced:s change=.u 
both land use and population composltlo11, althou~h prl0r ch~nge 
in both socioeconomic status and subculture. contanues to drlve 
subsequent ,changie in crime. 

It would seem, then, that ati,the'J end point of neighborhood 
transformation the crime level becomes a major influe(nce in its 
continuing physical deterioration and i~ the select~on of ~ 
population which, among other d7mc:>graphlc factors~ 1~ ~eav:!.ly 
weighted with single-parent famllles, unattached,lndlvlduals, ,and 

"high ratios of dependent children and youth. Wh~,17 rlslng crlme 
appears initially to develop as an aftermath of nelghborhood 
change, in time a high crime condition becomes a strong , 
determinant of further neighborhood change. Above all, attentl0n 
is called to the fact that in the last stage of neighbor~oo~ 
transformation crime levels continue to reflect the contlnulDg 
action of socid~conomic sta'tus and peighborhood subculture. 

12. Neighborhqod Chan~e and Effects on Crime 

It is useful also to raise a quite different issue,regarding 
the time sequence pattern of neighborhood change and crlme. 
Instead of asking what the prior changes were in the co~rse of 
neighborhood transformation, we may ask how mu~h any prlor 
neighborhood change affected the subsequent crlme measur~ and, 
where this is the case, the degree of "effect of prior crlme , " 
change on subsequent ,neighborhood change. ,The measures'used ln 
response to e,ach of €he two issues areentlrely unrelated. The 
first answers the question qf simple change sequence. The 

u ~ 
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measure presented in this section focuses on the degree of the 
ef~ect of either earlier neighborhood or cri,c'!D_~ change on 
Whlchever one was suBSequent. The first measure, based on double 

,crc:>ss-lagged simple correlations, can well show for example, 
ne;ghborhood socioeconomic status as occurring prior to change in 
crlme. However, the measure now presented, based on 
unidirectional cross-laggea regression coeffiCients, may indicc;,te 

,that on the contrary the qrime' change during an earlier period, 
even at a very low level, has in fact been exerting a leading 
effect on the ,amount of change in neighborhood socioeconomic 
statu$. 

, \\, The cross-lagged regression measures presented in Table 2 
lndl.cate that in the initial stage of transformation the 
~eighborhood crime level is primarily an effect of prior change 
ln land Use and demographic factors. This statistic tells us 
for example, that each upit of increase in the 1950 land use ' 
measure had ,the effect of increaSing the 1960 crime measure by 
almost half a unit. The effect on the 1960 crime measure of 
demographic,factors is even more striking: each unit of increase 
a~ the ear~le~ date had the effect of inicreasing later crime by a 
v17tually equlvalent unit. The subculture measure, heavily 
welghted,by the number of ethnic minority group members per 
sq~are mlle, accc:>unt7d least for the subsequent crime level in 
nelghborhoods stlll ln the emerging stage. On the other hand~ 
the ~arg7 neg~tive coeffici~nt indicates that at this stage th~ 
decllne ln nelghborhood socloeconomic status was a very strong 
effect of an earlier rise in its crime level. With the exception 
of socioeconomic status, then, change in neighborhood conditions 
during the initial stage of transformation accounted for the 
subsequent increase in crime. The contrast between the role of 
the demogv'aphic and the socioeconomic factors suggests the 
p'Q,ssi.bili ty, tha~ when neighborhoods begin to change, there first 
°2;2U.~S a Shlft ln population composition, including changes., in 
denslty of settlement, in the dominant form of the family, and in 
the number in the dependent younger age groups. These shifts may 
be,followed shortly by a small but perceptible rise in crime 
WhlCh ~en produ?esa large and steaqy replacement of higher with 
lower lncome resldents. 

,. By the end point: of neighborhood transformation, the factors 
-representing neighborhood conditions at an earlier stage still 

account largely for high crime measures. The relationship of 
neighborhood features to crime remains essentially unchanged. ' 
However, the effects of several of these factors on crime are 
altered in ways that. define the character of neighborhoods at the 
enduring high crime ·stage. The slow but cumulative effects of ' 
changing land use become much more prominent. In addition, the 
very h~g~ crime ~ev~l has a st~ong.seleptive impact on population 
composltlon, as lndl.cated by the hlgh negative regression 
coefficient for demographics. ., This is in stark contrast to the 
final stage ~f neighborhood transformation, where the low income 
population becomes one of its stable features, unlike the income 
mix of the population in the emerging' high crime areas. But the 
most telling change in the course of neighborhood transformation 
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TabZe 2. 

Land Use 

Demographic 

Socloeconomic 

Subculture 

R2 

(J 

Standardized Cross-Zagged Reg~ession 
Coeffiaients.~ Subsequent Crime on Prior 
Neighborhoo/J;; Con4itions~ InitiaZ and 
TerminaZ Staaes of , Neighborhood 
Transformati~n3 Los AngeZes County 

Emerging High Enduring High 
Crime Areas Crime Areas 
1950 - 1960 1960 - 1970 

.45 . 87 

.98 -.97 

- .49 .18 

.29 .53 

.60 .48 
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is reflected in the crime effect value of neighborhood 
subculture. The least influential during the initial stage of 
transformation, subculture together with land use accounted most 
fully for the very high crime level. Concretely, these features 
of the enduring high crime neighborhoods are consistent with the 
view.of such neighborhoods, available to even casual observation, 
as physically deteriorated and inhabited by a population unable 
to keep predatory crime in check. 

To this point, neighborhood change and crime have been 
examined with reference to simple sequences as each changed over 
two decades. The sequences were then assessed with respect to 
the degree of effect exerted by prior neighborhood conditions on 
subsequent crime levels, or the reverse where this was the case • 

i The next three measures concern a more crucial issue. As is 
well known, social change of all kinds occurs continuously. i) 

However, their effects may be vastly different depending on the. 
rate at which they occur. In general, the more rapid the change 
the more disruptive their effects on established regularities of 
conduct, undermining the control capacities of societal rules and 
weakenin~ the informal ~~utual controls that guide interpersonal 
conduct. When change o·ccurs at a slower pace there is time to 
accommodate them, and their disruptive effects are .minimized. By 
the same token, their effects are at a maximum when change is 
accelerated. It becomes important, consequently, to raise the' 
question of the effect on the development of high crime areas Qf 
the rate. at which crime and neighborhood conditions change. 

·r;:: 

The first of the three measures that follow exa..mines 'simply 
the extent of nei'ghborhood change in relation tothe\,extent of 
change in neighborhood cr ime levels over the same per:iodof time, 
and provides a first",look at their comparative'b change rates. A 
second measure. then 'Offers a more precise comparison of 
neighborhood change between 1950 and 1970 and change in crime for 
the same period. One may think of this measure as representing 
a race between neighborhood change and crime change that starts 
at Time 1 (1950.) and ends act Time 2 (1970). The thin1measure 
then focuses on the effect that the velocity or rate of change in 
neighborhood conditions during a prior perioa ha.s on the velocity 
of change in crimel,evel in the subsequent decade. On the bq,sis 
of the principle .stated above regarding the differential effects 
of variation in the velocity of change, we should expect a 
comparatively rapid rate of neighborhoodochangein the first 
decade to be'followed in the second by a comparatively high crime 
change velocity. ~oreover, it should be possible also to 
discriminate those neighborhood conditions whose earlier 
velocities have a critical effect on later crime change v~locity 
from 'those with reduced effecto The statistic employed to assesp 
changeveloci ties is described in Chapter VI of the Final Report~·· 

13. Decennial Change Rates; , Neig'hbQ'rhood Conditions and Crime 0 

With several ex~eptions, the most striking ;inding to emerge 
from the analysis of v change in each of the two decades is the 
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very much higher acceleration in crime activity than in most 
neighborhood features (Table 3). The more "mature" a 
neighborhood is as a high crime area, the more its crime measure 
increases during a prior period, and the more sharply the 
increase is reduced during a subsequent period. That the change 
rate in rime in these areas first moves rapidly upward and then 
levels off to a lower rate of increase. This aspect of change, 
i.e., subsequent reduced rate of increase is very much more 
marked in neighborhoods in the enduring high crime areas, the end 
point in neighborhood transformation. 

Rates of increase in measures of neighborhood conditions 
vary widely, suggesting that some do and some do not accompany 
the change in crime. As represented by the symbol chart.- of 
Figure 5, the data of Table 3 indicate that a major shift in the 
amount of land use change occurs during the emerging stage of 
transformation. However, as high crime areas "mature," the rate 
at which land use changes is reduced. The same is true of change 
rates in the socioeconomic character of these neighborhoods. In 
contrast, at each stage of neighborhood transformation, 
population composition change rates increase continuously. 
Finally, subculture measures that at all three time pOints (1950, 
1960, and 1970) are relatively low in both the emerging and the" 
transitional areas, and very much higher in the enduring areas, 
exhibit no change between prior and subsequent decades in the 
emerging areas. It is in the transitional areas that the second, 
or subsequent, decade witnesses a sharp increase in the 
subculture change rate. But in the enduring area,s the two 
decades show virtually the same rate of increaseu 

To summarize, the pattern of change in the cour~e of 
neighborhood transformation indicates that crime increases most 
rapidly in the initial stage, with change in their very high 
crime measures reduced in the later stage areas at the later time 
points. It may be for this reason that when neighborhoods begJ\n 
to show signs of deterioration, the change that most commands '~he 
attention and concern of residents is its 'sharp and unwelcome 
increase in crimea Almost equally compelling is the speed of 
change in the composition of the population. with the passage of 
time and ad~ancing n~ighborhood transformation, the speed of 
change in its demographic characcter continues unremittingly to 
increase. Change in socioeconomic status, howeve.r, like that in 
land use, is most rapid durinif'the arliest per iod in newly 
transforming neighborhoods. "'on the other hand, 'the highest 
change in measures of subculture occur only during "the 
transitonal stage of developrq,ent rather than in the emerging 
stage as is the case with other neighborhood conditions. This 
would suggest that despite the initial very rapid rise in crime 
seen in neighborhoods at the earliest stage of transformation, 
during the first decade, the decisive shift in its socia~ 
climate, marked by decline in their orderliness and safety and in 
the decay of local social control, occurs over the course of the 
subsequent decade. 
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Figure 5. Shifts in Chang&Rates Between Initial. 
and Subsequent Decades by stages in 
the Devel.opment of High Crime Areas~ 
Los Angel.es County 

Crime 

Land Use 

Demographic 

Socioeconomic 

Subculture 

Fmerging 
60-70 50-60 

+ 

+ 

+ 

0 

~bOl Key: 

Transitional 
60-70 50-60 

0 

+ 

0 

+ 

Enduring 
60-70 50-60 

0 

+ 

0 

0 

.~ 

I! 

"\\ 
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+ = Change rate mo!,e than '110 higher in 1960-1970 
- = Change rate more than .10 lower in 196.0-1970' 

o = Change rate in 1960-1970 less than .10 
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Finally, the analysis of differences in degree of change for 

types of offenses has shown that the expressive crimes of <, 

homicide, assault, rape, and drug law ~iolation increase m~re 
rapidly relative to increase in the instrumental, property, 
crimes at the" very inception of neighborhood transformation. 
During subsequent stages, "both types of offense increase at 
approximately similar rates~ Only at the terminal point of the 
neighborhood change process,- 1. e., dur ing the 1960-1970 decade in 
the enduring areas, does the instrumental crime change rate 
exceed that for the expresive offenses. It would seem, then~ 
that in its most general form the development of high crime areas 
with respect to offense type begins with differentially rapid 
rates of increase in person or violent crimes and ends with 
differentially rapid rates of increase in property crime. 

~c o ~ 

Neighborhopd' ander ime Change Velocities oyer Two pecades 

The comparison of the amount of change in neighborhood 
conditions and crime between the earlier and3 later decades gives 
some indication of shifts in pattern of change across successive 
decades and acr'Oss neighborhoods that in 1970 were at different 
stages of develo:r;:rnent in their, evolutiop-;as high cr imeareas. 
This information does not, however, proVide a direct measure of 
change velocity in the sense of the acceleration or deceleration 
in the speed of change as shifts occurred in the course of 
neighborhood transformation. 

o 

Velocity changes were examined in two ways. First, the 
velocity of change in neighborhood characteristics at each of the 
three stages of development was compared to the qorresponding 
velocity of crime change over the 1950-1970 two-decade period. 
Comparative change veloci ties ~in neighborhood con~d'i tions and in 
crime for the County's high crime areas during t~~ 1950-1970 
period ~re presented in Table 4 and Figure" 6. The measures are 
readily interpretable. A positive regression_coefficient means 
that the particular aspect of neighborhood~de~erioration 
increased faster than did crime, ahd the larger the coefficient 
the more its velocity exceedcedOtnat for crime. A negative 
regression coefficient indicates a higher velocity of change in 
crime than change in a given aspect of neighborhood c 

deterioration, and the larger the coefficient the more its 
velocity of change exceeds that of the identified neighborhood 
condition. 

() 

These data reveal that in the course of the transformation 
of neighborhoods from a low to a high crime state, crime 
increases at a faster pace than neighborhoods deteriorate. 
However, it is instructive to examine the differences among 
neighborhood conditions in neighborhoods that are more or"less 
advanced in their deterioration. At the initial, or emerging, D 

state of transformation, both land use and population composition 
change at a higher velocity than does crime. But by the next, or 
transitional, stage the crime change velocity has begun to 
outpace the land use change velocity, increasing its speed of (j 
change relative to tl}at of land use as neighborhoods move into' 
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Table 4. 

Elements of 
Neighborhood Change 

Land Use 

Demographic 

Socioeconomic 

Subculture 

R2 
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Standa:r>dized Regression Coefficients and 
Adjusted R2~ MUltiple Deviational OorreZa
tions~ C07npa:r>ative Change Ve,Zocities in 
Neighborhood Con,dtt;ions~ 1950-19'10~ and 
crime~ 1950-19'10~ by Types of High 01~me 
Areas" Loa Ange les County" eJ 
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Figure 6. 

Land Use 

Demographic 

Socioeconomic 

Subculture 
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Comparative Change Velocities" Neighborhooq 
Conditions and Crime" 1950-19'10., by Types 'I, 

of High Crime Areas" Los"Angeles County \. 

Emerging 
Neigh Crime 
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+ 

Transitional 
Neigh Crime 
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\\ 

,Enduring 
Neigh Crime 
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the last, ~r enduring, stage to become durably crime-impacted. 
This is note the case, however ,for., changes in neighborhood 
population composition. 'The velo'city of change in population 
compositiqn exceeds that for crime in ev~ry one of the ,. 
developmental stages, with the largest d1fferences occurr1ng when 

,neighborhoods first em~,~ge. as high cr~me areas. On ~he other 
hernd, crime cl}9.-nges at ~ h1gher veloc1 ty th,~n doe~ e1 ther the 
socioeconomic' status or the subculture of h1gh cr1me areas at all 
stages of developnlent •. But here; too, it may be seen that-with 
progressive neighborhood deterioration the crime change slows 
perceptibly although i·t remaj,ns~)greater than crrange in 
socioeconomic status and subculture. The reduction in crime 
change velocity may well reflect its having reached a point ~f 
saturation at the terminal stage 6f nexghborhood transformat10n. 

- '. I -:J 

The deceler~tion in the crime increase velocity in the later 
J~tages o':f neighborhoo~ transformation, suggests a g~owing 
stabili ty in this respect.. The quest10n may be r~1osed wh7t~er a .-', 
similar growing stability characterizes neighborhood cond1t10ns. c{/ 
Data presented in Table 3 respecting comparative change patterns 
for the 1950~1060 and the 1960-1970 decades indicate that for the 
most part :L·t does, and for" substantially the same reason. There 
is a limit beyond 'tlhich' marginal "increases in measures of 
neighborhood deter iorat:ion ;jcannot oc~ur., ,The single,,0excC:J?tion is 
population composi tion~ The change veloc1 ty of demograpo1c 

o conditions continu~s in the enduring stage neighborhoods to 
exceed that of crime. This'may mean only that given its, ten~ency 
to maintain the earlier high velocity of change, with crlI~~e 1n . 
the final stage of neighborhood transformation decelera~in~ more 
quickly as the point o~ saturation is reached, the pers1st1ng 
high velocity of demographic change is rela,tive only to the 
slowdown in crime change. 

14. Cross-Lagged Change Velocities 

The second way in which change velocities were examined was 
more definitive for the lead-lag issue. The question in this 
analysis was; the extent to which thl: velocity of· change in 
neighborhood conditions during th~ 1950-196Q decade accounted 
for the change velocity of crime in the subsequent 1960-1970 
decade. Cross-lagged cl:t.ange vel()ci~ljL..data are pointedly ~elevant 
to the concerns of urbanJ planning alhd -crime cont.rol agenc1eso 
The data reveal those neighbo~ho~c:lfconditions ~qhose yelocit:¥ of 
earlier increase most' lClccount's for the Vlfloci ty of later cr1me. 
It may be difficuH: if not impossible to reverse th7 cours~ <;>f 
neighborhood change in light of th,E.\ powerful econom1C, po11t1cal, 
and social force,s of which it, is the end product" But the 

"velocity of change, may be open to inter~ention with a view ,to 
limiting the extent to which it is likely to be followed by a 
rapid increase in crime,~ Th~ fd.ndings of cross-ola~g7d, change 
velocitY,rp.nalysis ~dentiffes those,n7ighborhood con,d1t1onswl:1ose 
magnitude;s of ear11er change veloc1 t1es show a. measurable 
1=elatioQshxp to how quicklycrim~ is likely subsequentl:¥ to 

o ,increase, and at what stage in Tleighborhood trans;format1cm. 
J.t) 
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-Again, the findings were consistent with those of the 
preceding analYSis respecting patterns of relationship between 
neighborhoo~ change and crime. As shown in Table 5, land use 
measures indexing deterioration in the first decade at the 
in~~ial stage of neighborhood transformation increased more 
slorly than did the measure of crim~ in the sec~nd decade. The 
la~Jged e'ffect of the veloci ty ::of change in land\Rse is perhaps 
no~ surprising in view of its intrinsically slower pace of 
chan~e. Changes in land use are constrained b)! cost problems of 
cons1derable magnitude and by zoning issues that encounter strong 
vested interests~ Howev,gr, in time its lagged effect on the 
velocity of crime change is overcome. In the later stages of 
I'feighborhood transformation seen in the transitional and"' enduring 
stage high prime areas, the 1950-1960 land use change "velocities 
had a strong,and positive association with the~960-1970 crime 
change velocities in both these later stage areas. 

A similar shift was not, however, found for the lagged 
effect of the change velocity in population composition on crime 
change velocity, as measured by the composite demographic score. 
At,every stag7 of neighborhood transformation the velocity of 
cr1me change 1n the later 1960-1970 decade was uniformly greater 
than that for demog,raphics in the earlier, 1950-1960" decade. 
Thus, at no point in the development of high crime ar~as does the 
earlier speed of change in demographics "drive" the later change 
velocity in crime. A relatively low velocity of change in 
demographic element!? indexing neighborhood deterioration is 
co~s1ste~tlY assoc~a~~d with a higher later rate of increase in 
cr1ffie thto'ughout the' process of ne~ghborhood transformation. In 
other words, velocity change relations betweem population 
composition and crime are unaffected by a neighborhood's stage of 
development as a high crime area. This is not true for land use 
change velocity, particularly in the later stage areas. In the 
la~er stages of neighborhood transformation a large share of the 
cr1me change velocity in the second decade is accounted for by 
the velocity of land use change in the first decade. 

Earlier velocity changes in two additional neighborhood 
conditions are similarly associated with later crime change 
velocity: socioeconomic status and subculture. Of these, as 
indicated in Table 5 by the very high positive regression 
coefficient, prior velocity change in neighborhood socioeconomic 
status, had a strikingly important effect on the subsequent 
acceleration of the crime measure only in the initial, emerging, 
stage areas. The effect is sharply reduced in the transitional 
stage areas. In areas in the last stage of development, the 
relationship is,,re''~_rl:ted, suggesting that eventually it is the 
prior change velocity in crime that impacts the subsequent 
velocity of socioeconomic change. However, prior change velocity 
in neighborhood subculture has a consistent p",ositive impact on 
later crime'change velocity, although the strength of the effect 
declines dur ing the l~,t~r stages of neighborhood transformation. 

Assuming the tenability9 0 f the view that it is the 'rapidity 
of neighborhood change that obstructs the accommodations and 
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Table 5. standardized Regression Coefficients and 
Adjusted R2~ MUltipleoDeviational Correla
tior!~~ Change.Velocityof Crime~ 1960-19?O~ 
on Change Velocities of Neighborhood 
Conditidns~ 19~O-1960~ by Types of High 
Crime Areas~ Los Angeles County 

C1I () 

Stage of Development 
\\ Elements of 

Neighborhood Change COtmty Emerging Transitional Enduring 

Land Use .14 Q, :'58 .31 .49 

') 

~.17 Demographic -.12 -.09 -.41 
(;) 

" .14 Socioeconomic .96 .09 -.11 

Subculture .23 .22 .24 .13 

R2 .14 " 966 .33 .17 
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adjustments that might otherwise keep rising" crime in check when 
neighborhoods first begin to deteriorate, which neighborhood 
conditions now appear to be most implicated in the development of 
high crime areas? To asn\'ler this question it is necessary, 
fi~st,to distinguish theimmediacy2with which 'an earlier change 
velocity of a given neighborhood conditionoaffects the later 
change velocity of crime; and, secondly, the strength of the 
acceleration effect on nei'ghborhood change and on the later 
change velocity of criminal activity. 

The evidence provided by the lagged change velocity 
relationships between neighborhood conditions and crime indicates 
that as neighborhoods in Los Angeles County were transformed from 
a crime-free toacrime-impacted state, the most rapid changes 
were~n neither land use nor population composition. The most 
immediate and strongest effects stemmed from very rapid initial 
velocity ch;?lnge in socioeconomic status and subculture. The most 
prominent delayed effect was that of land use. Rapid earlier 
change in population composition over the entire course of 
neighborhood transformation did not, on the contrary, produce 
rapid crime change velocities. 

n 

Implications for Crime Control Policy 

There are two ways to read the implications of the major 
study findings for the probl,em of crime control. The first of 
these' derives from the finding that the crime level of urban 
neighborhoods rises as a consequence of their deterioration, and 

, that the more advanced their deterioration, the more severe 
becomes their crime problem. This will hardly come as news to 
the urban dweller for whom the connection between neighborhood 
deterioration and crime has frequently been a matter of personal 
experience. Implied is that the path to crime control is through 
the control of neighborh'ood deterioration. Immediately 
encountered in a pursuit of this notionoare the well-established 
social and economic forces that distribute populations over urban 
space in such a way as' to locate in the city's aging residential 
areas or in areas that. are otherwise regarded as undesir&ble its 
most socially and economically disabled crime-prone segments. 
The urban residential segregation process is a reflection of 
po,,,erful "natural" forces flowing from the innumerable private 
decisions made in the course ·of competition for desirab~e 
residential space among individuals distributed over a wide range 
of economic power. At the very outset, then, any attempt to dealq 
with the crime problem by an eff~rt to alter thesefor.ces would 
appear to be likely to fail. 

TheTe is a second and possibly more fruitful way of viewing 
the crime control implications of the'? study findings. We may 
note the diff.erences in the play of such "natural" forces at the 
various stages through whidfi neighborhoods move in .their 
transformation from a relatively crime-free to a highly._ 
crime-iInpacted state. It" is important in particular to focus on 
the relationship between neighborhood change anp crime during the 
early ot: initial stage in the transformation process. An 
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. . . n such neighborhoods is crucial 
understanding of the s~tuat~on 7 . ntlyencountered.with 

'f' the cond~t~ons curre because. it '.;xempl~ ~e.? .;.. . dening reaches of the contemporary 
increas~ng freque~cy ~n ever w~ c 

American mletropol~s. 
. d t th city's "bad" areas, the 

Historically largely conf~ne r~ach~s into neighborhoods 
crime problem in a severe fo~m ~o~elativelyuntouched. how this 
that earlier would have rema~ne d -'bed Prior to 1940, and 
change has o~curred can be bri~~l~hee~~~~r cities o~ the United 
more mar~ed 1n the older th~nt~on distribution was ~ndeed very 
states, the pattern of popu a. rocess alluded to above. 
largely a product of the sort~ngIP d continuing over the next 
Following the end of w~rld w~ru~b~na~oPulation distribution was 
three decades, the pat ern 0 a number of important 
slowly but continuou~lY al~e~hd ~ywas suburban growth. with the 
developments. The f~rst ~ e~t movement giving way 
older fixed rail mode o~ ~ntrac~ y t massively encouraged by the 
increasingly to automob~le transpor.~to the heart of the city, 
building of high-speed expres~ways ~attractive semirural 
residential sites in the Phbs~CallYccessible for settlement by 
periphery of urban reai~n~h :~~:o~iles and expensive hou9.i~9., 
those who could affor o'd t'al areas closer in to the c~ty s 
The older middle

t 
Cltasdsyre~~c:~e~_lOng evacuation. 

center underwen s ea , 
ent of the period altered the 

A second signi~i~ant dev7l~pm Attracted by employment 
social class compos~t~on of c~t~~:~ar expanding economy, low 
opportunities offered by the pos'ons of the southern and 
income groups from the rural reg~ 1 r industrial cities at a 
southwestern states moved intot~he ~~g~he·population in the past 
now increased.rate. New.accre ~~n~ the immigration of other low 
two decades was further ~ncreaseneiYhboring, less developed .. 
income groups, largely from t~e a of these two newly arr~v~ng. 
countries. Taken together, t e neeb met most readily by the 
groups for residential space.~oU~?aleareas as the middle class 
stead~~y evacu~ted older ~es~ e~ ~ The upshot was a reduction in 
became increas~ngly subur an~~7 • s constituted by 
the proportion of city po~ula ~on in both the proportion and 
the more affluent and an ~ncrease 
absolute numbers of low income groups. 

As is usual in large-scale sbc~al change ,~he~~e " removal of 
. t' r to automob~le transpor" , 

developments--trans~ ~01 b d high rates of 
higher income groupS ~o the subur s::w:~e not without strain, 
immigration of lower ~ncome group occurred over a protracted 
tension, and conflict. These d change~ dent1al sites occupied by 
eriod. The evacuation of 01 er ~es~ ~h n was the rising ~eed 

~he middle class was frequently S.Lower t a WhIle families w~th 
for housing on the part 'of the newGomer~i·for the suburbs, older 
children were prone. to leave. more, lr~~~en~. 4'others among the 
residents often resl.sted thel.,r r~~l~ctant to leave for the, 
higher incom,e groupS were also . t~on because they valued 

". b tors" of a new genera... . .. ') . t hops suburban ~ncu a .. ., of the .central CJ. ty--~ . s s. ," 
access to the cultu~al ame~l.~~e~tomobile use becoming access~ble 
theaters, and the ll.ke. w~th a, 
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to all incoming groups, and with a network of intracity highways 
providing access to all sector~ of the city, the reluctant 
leavers in many of the older but otherwise "good" neighborhoods 
came under growing pressure of a very specific kind." While not 
alone to be subjected to the pressure, the most seriously 
affected of these neighborhoods tended to be those closest to the 
city's now established network of limited acq~ss highways. The 
pressure took the form of initial incursions into many such 
neighborhoods, typically by small numbers of families and 
individuals who by virtue of social class or ethnicity were 
regarded as an alien intrusion. 

Thus, unlike the situation earlier in this century, when 
residential areas of in-migrating low<xhcome groups tended to 
grow in a continuous belt of expansion, the growth in the recent 
period has had a "scattershot" and "leapfrogging" character. 
And, so far as higher crime rates have been associated 
historically with low income city residents, the now changed 
intracity pattern of residential movement has resulted in the 
"spread of crime" to hitherto unaffected neighborhoods. But it 
is necessary at the same time to recognize that none of the 
neighborhoods that experience such initial move-ins are instantly 
converted into high crime areas. We have seen in this study that 
their transformation occurs slowly, often requiring as much as a 
decade. This period witnesses a growing presence of "strangers" 
in the neighborhood, frequently including offenders who travel 
with ease from the more distant enduring high crime areas, 
subjecting the residents to increasingly frequent victimization. 
Given these developments of the past several decades, what 
possibilities remain open for forms of intervention that may have 
a cr ime control payoff? 

!,i 

In the absence of unlikely ·changes in our system of social 
stratification and in the political economyu of the country, and 
perhaps not even then, there is probably little that can be done 
to reduce crime ,in neighborhoods in which high crime rates have 
persisted over many years. Their crime rates have long since 
been stabilized at a point that balances an affordable investment 
in law enforcement with their endemic criminogenic character. 
The marginal utility of an increase': in law enforcement devoted to 
these areas is likely to be extemely low. 

However, as this study has shown, early in the history of 
the more recently developed high crime areas, there was a period 
when, it was relatively crime-free. The process of neighborhood 

.. change presented in this study was ;~captured in the 26-year 
history of high crime areas at their emerging, transitional, and 
~nduring stages of development. Historical reconstruction of the 
developmental process was accomplished by representing 
neighborhood conditions in the transitional high crime areas as 
those that in time came to characteriz~ the emerging high crime 
areas, terminating eventuall in their establishment as enduring 
high crime ar'eas. 

It would seem evident that from the standpoint of long-term 
crime control objectives intervention effort should fdcus on the 
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emerging high crime areas. Any neighborhood that has had a,high 
8 level of crime over a ("period of several, decad:s may be <?ons~dered 

"lost n territory for purposes of effect~ve c;r ~me reduct~on., 
These are the uraban areas that absorb a maJor sha:e o~ pol~ce 
resources, necessarily devoted to the task of keep~ng an alr~ady 
precarious order from deteriorating"'into an irredeemable soc~al 
jungle. There is even some question whethe:z;eighbo:hoods,that 
have been identified in this study as trans~t~onal h~gh cr~me 
areas have not by that point in. their development already become 
irrevers~ply crime-impacted. Only a strenuous effort of , 
containment by the police may offer hope that the pace of the~r 
transformation into enduring high crime areas can be slowed. It 
remains, then, that only the currently emerging hi~h crime 
neighborhoods may offer opportunity to reverse the~r eventual 
establishment as persisting high crime areas. 

The indicators by which emerging high crime areas may be 
identified are reasonably clear. As to their age, in Los Angeles 
County they were found to be those in which both sin~le a~d 
multiple dwelling units were built before 1940, but ~n wh~ch no 
conversion to commercial or industrial land use had occurred by 
1970. They thus constituted the middle-aged rather, than the 
oldest residential areas, in which a decade-long sh~ft had " 
occurred from owner- to renter-occupied housin~. Second~ wh~le a 
slow change in population composition acc?m~an~ed the sh~ft, 
marked by rising population density an~ r~s~ng rates of 
single-parent families and unattached ~nd~v~dua~s'A the most rapid 
change of the preceding decade was a reduct~on ~n che 
socioeconomic status of the neighborhood. Third, a gradual 
transformation in neighborhood social climate was underw~y, 
marked by(.ri~ing number~ in the minority :thZ;i<;: groups,w~th a 
relatively h~gh proport~on among them,of,~nd~~~duals w~th 
advanced education, a large increase ~n Juven~le status offe~ses, 
and a sharply rising trend in the ratio of females to males ~n 
the labor force. Thus, in the language of,u:ban ecology, ~e 
emerging high crime areas represent comm~n~t~es.of a,rela~~ve~y 
unsorted mix prior to the point of becom~ng res~dent~al s~tes 
specialized in the housing of the ethnic urban poor. 

Whether policy initiatives can be suggested capable of 
inhibiting or reversing what has in the past proven,to be a 
predictably course of development depends " on the e~~stence of 
couintervailing "natural" forces. Al though t~ey, may be of 
uncertain strength, a number of .these can be~~d~c,ated. The 
effectiveness with which they c~n be deployed ~~ ?onseq~ently 

Z
aV).lY dependent on vigoro~s political and adm~n~str,at~ve 

sU7orts. 0 v 

"Among these forces may be mentioned, first, the initial 
eluctance of substantial numbers of both home owners and renters 

fo cut .the ties, of sentiment to their neighborhoods. seco~d~ 
residence in the closer-in older city areas,is currently r~s~ng 
in val,'-..~e as a result of expected j.~creases, ~n the C?st of trav71 
from. thiaouter reaches of metropol~tan reg~<?ns. Th~rd'"th~re ~s 
growing evidence that earlier patterns of m~ddle class wh~tE~ 
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flight" from the older city areas based on race prejudice has 
declined, to the replaced by social class prejudice. Recent 
years have seen an increase in the number of stable communities 
with an ethnic mix. 0 

Based on these factors,G~olicies designed to interrupt the 
impending deterioration of the emerging high crime_s:peas would in 
the first instance FIe required to control their advancing 
cross-class mix. Clearly, this is a matter of vigorous local 
poli tical control of zoning", and exemplary enforcement of 
building code requirements. Moreover, such change would have to 
be supplemented by a set of social and educational services to 
assist those lower income c::families that do move in,. even if small 
in number, in coping with their economic and social problems and 
in adapting to general neighborhood norms, most particularly 
those respecting the use of public space. Finally, because the 
emerging high crime areas are now easily accessible from the 
enduring high crime areas, and therefore highly vulnerable to. 
predatory invasion, a crucial element of policy would concern law 
enforcement. It is likely that the emerging areas would have to 
be established as special police administrative districts with a 
higher than average ratio of police to population, and with an 
emphasis on foot patrolling. Needed would be relentless law 
enforcement by a police cadre devoted to developing the reality 
as well as the image of the "friendly neighborhood cop." 

;./~:1 

There is little reason to assume that such policy 
initiat;.ives can be readily implemented. There is even less 
reason 't:o assume that, if implemented, they might have 
substantial immediate payoff tin overall crime reduction. They 
would leave untouched the majQr sources of metropolitan crime in 
the enduring high crime peighborhoods. The most that can be 
claimed for such policy moves~' if successfully implemented, is 
that they might slow the spread of serious crime problems to ever 

o'larger reaches of the City, provisionally segregating the locus 
of the problem i/in a limited pc)rtion of urban space. However, 
this approach may provide the grounds for the development of 
crime control programs differemtiated with respect to the varying 
charcter of the problem in su~areas in distinguishable stages of, 
"maturity: as crime areas. It may well be the case that crime 
prevention and control programs instituted in the enduring high 
crime areas demonstrate little:: effect becau,se they are 
appropriate only for areas at ~~arlier stages of development. 

'\ 

Thig scenario is of course based on the assumption of 
stability in the size of the more crime prone urban poverty 
population. The fa€t is, however, that the size of this 
population has continued "to increase to the present day both in 
q,bsolute numbers and in their proportion to the total population. 
This being the case, the problem of neighborhood deterioration in 
its more general aspects with its attendant effect of rising 
crime is linked to wider problems of polity and economy, whose 
slution transcends both the resources and the authority of local 
governments. Policies capable of meeting these problems, and 
contributing to the control of urban decay and crime, can corne 
only "from higher levels of government. 
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